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Libyan Sweets 

 

 

English translation of Libyan Arabic: 

 

Abed: As for sweets, of course, we have many types, I mean, I mean, I mean I can barely 

count them, I mean. We have Magrood, Magrood which is dough stuffed, stuffed with 

dates. And also we have Gharaiba and Gharaiba is of different types; we have Gharaiba 

with almonds and Gharaiba with [Turkish] delights - delights which are a type of sweets. 

And sweet Libyan cookies and there are salty cookies and there are “delights cookies” 

…aaa… and there is Zalabia
1
 and Zena and Basket

2
 [sweets] and upside down Basket, 

and date fingers. We have biscuits with dates of course and date fingers with chocolate, 

and…aaa… we have what we call biscuits with the…aaa… the…aaa… with ginger and 

biscuits with cherries and biscuits with nuts, and sweets kneaded with nuts and we have 

…aa… Shmseia
3
 which is of course another type of sweets because it’s… Of course, 

these names are given to describe sweets, as we say. For instance, date fingers, which 

look like, I mean, they look like human fingers but made of dates, and we have what we 

call Shamseia. Shamseia looks like, I mean, a regular umbrella, I mean it’s shaped like an 

umbrella. Or what we call…aaa… dufeir
4
; dufeir comes from hair braids for example, 

when a woman braids her hair; the same thing - we have a type of sweets that looks like a 

braid… hair braids. And …aaa… we have a sweet kneaded with nuts as I mentioned. Of 

course it’s a sweet filled with nuts. Then there is biscuit with dried fruits. The fruits must 

be dried. And also el-Weza which is usually almonds, I mean, the same as almonds and 

shaped like almonds but it’s stuffed with chocolate. … This is regarding sweets.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Zalabia is a very famous type of sweets in some countries in the Middle East. It consists of flower, water, 

sugar syrup, starch, baking powder, and yeast, then mixed in a certain way and fried.  
2
 They are called Basket sweets because the mold is shaped like a basket.  

3
 The word itself means ‘umbrella’ in Arabic.  

4
 Dufeir is the Arabic word for braids.  
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